
ENGLISH: HOW THE TIGER GOT HIS STRIPES.

COMPREHENSION
I. Short answer type questions.
1. The Tiger had a farm which was very much over grown with underbrush and 
so he needed a workman to clear the ground for him to plant.
2. The Tiger hired a monkey for the first time.
3. The Tiger hired a goat for the second time.
4. Finally the Tiger hired a rabbit.
5. When the Rabbit was ready to eat the ox, the Tiger asked him “will you not 
be a good kind rabbit and give me a piece of your ox?”
6. The rabbit was cutting the big staves of wood to build a stockade.

II. Long answer type questions.
1. The payment the Tiger announced for cleaning his farm was an ox.
                  The monkey, the goat, the armadillo and the rabbit came to do so. 
The monkey did not work steadily enough, the goat worked faithfully but he 
did not have the brains to do the work well. The armadillo was very strong and 
did his work well but his appetite was too much. The rabbit worked faithfully 
and well and soon had cleared a large portion of the land.
2. The rabbit took the ox to a high place where there was no strong breeze 
blowing and there were no mosquitoes and flies.
                 No, he could not eat comfortably and peacefully.
3. Yes, the Rabbit taught the tiger a lesson by fooling him.
                He told the Tiger that he was building a stockade around himself since 
it was an order that every beast shall fortify itself by building a stockade 
around them. He asked the Tiger to build a stockade and he helped built the 
stockade around the Tiger. Now the Tiger was completely shut in by the strong 
bars.
4. When the Tiger tried to get off the stockade by jumping, he could not break 
through it. As he was jumping, he had bad cuts on both sides from the sharp 
edges of the staves. The is how the Tiger had stripes finally.

III. Match the following columns.
1.C  2.A  3.D  4.B



Be a Grammarian.
II. Insert the word ‘however’ at the appropriate places. One has been done 
for you.
2. He has the window open, however, cold it is outside.
3. However, carefully I explained, he still didn’t understand.
4. She was feeling bad. However, she went to work and tried to concentrate.
5. They thought the figures were correct, however, they have now discovered 
some errors.
6. Officials have promised to improve road safety, however, so far little has 
been achieved.


